The article describes the role of regional infrastructure provision in small and medium entrepreneurship development in the Republic of Tatarstan. It covers and analyses efforts of republic's government in small businesses support. Statistical data reflecting positive dynamics of measures implemented is given.
Introduction
Government regulation of socio-economic development of Russian Federation aims to switch to innovative progressive dynamics. At the present stage of economic development one of the priority directions of this regulation is to create an infrastructure for entrepreneurial activity growth. In current institutional conditions existing barriers to market entry in most spheres of economic activity are prohibitively high for small and medium businesses. It should be noted that, according to the Strategy for development of the Russian Federation for the period until the year 2020, namely these measures have to become the background for positive forward dynamics provision, what makes the research priority-driven. As practice shows, the main reason for high level of barriers mentioned above is lack of infrastructure development (transport, innovative, logistical, financial and managerial).
[6] Its influence is strengthened by economic space polarization and results in gradual business recession at early stages of business development. Thus, we witness gradual decline in share of small entrepreneurs in total number of business units. Therefore, at the current moment the priority aim of business activity government regulation is to build an infrastructure system that would meet small businesses' needs and consider spatial polarization as well as national socio-economic system imbalances.
Theory
While building and introducing complex infrastructure for entrepreneurs and supporting its operation and development it is necessary to take into account the fact that more than 80% of new jobs are added by small businesses.
[3] At the same time entrepreneurs of these type run into many difficulties while getting access to infrastructure objects due to funds raising problems in an initial stage of development. Consequently government regulation of infrastructure provision for entrepreneurs has to be structured with due regard for small enterprises needs that would provide equal conditions for breaking through market entry barriers. Russia's entry to the WTO has increased the need of creating conditions for small and medium-sized enterprises effective development because of market competition growth and as consequence of all that decrease in small businesses competitiveness over extra pressure of market barriers not in the last instance affected by relatively low level of infrastructure development. Government interest in that issue is based on tax revenues accumulated by small businesses in local authority budgets facing considerable imbalance problems, and also driven by the need to smooth spatial economic polarization resulting largely from small and medium-sized enterprises development trends.
[9] As best world practices in creating favorable conditions for small enterprises show that the most effective longterm regulation instruments are investments in infrastructure since the level of its development is a key incentive for business activity growth at early stages of company's life cycle.
This fact has caused the need to study the possibilities and priority directions for government regulation of resources supply, necessity to develop effective tools and mechanisms for entrepreneurial infrastructure government regulation system on different levels of managerial hierarchy, which formed the bases for topicality of the research, its theoretical and practical significance at the present stage of Russian economic development.
The article gives an analysis of theoretical approaches to entrepreneurship development, showing that in order to provide effective government regulation of the sphere the Entrepreneurial Canvas Model designed at the University of Maryland should be used as the appropriate basic business model. The model mentioned above clearly differentiates external and internal environment of small enterprises, what has determined the choice of the model as methodological platform of the dissertation research. According to the approach the model canvas puts different types of infrastructure into the boxes in the canvas, where each box specifies what kind of infrastructure provision corresponds with certain element of small business development (see Picture 1).
[4] Picture 1. Typology of small and medium-sized entrepreneurship infrastructure types in the context of OEC elements
Results
Entrepreneurial community of the Republic of Tatarstan came to conclusion that favourable business environment is one of the main conditions for the economy growth. Need to mention, that the government of the Republic of Tatarstan is responsible for building sustainable entrepreneurial ecosystem. Efforts implemented in that direction could be presented as follows: government support of small and medium-sized enterprises, building a dialog with business community, incitement of youth interest in entrepreneurship, creating a platform for attracting investments (including foreign investments), innovative businesses development. [7] One of the most interesting ways of small and medium enterprises support in the Republic of Tatarstan is "Youth Entrepreneurship in the Republic of Tatarstan for the period 2012-2016" long-term program implementation. The program aims to create conditions for youth involvement in socio-economic development if the Republic of Tatarstan.
[5] The main objectives of the educational program are:
-the development of an information supply system for young people in entrepreneurial area; -the formation of a positive image of the business; -the development and implementation of educational programs for enterprising young people; -support aspiring young entrepreneurs and business promotion of youth entrepreneurship projects. While accomplishing abovementioned objectives the following measures were implemented: together with municipal institutions some steps in youth entrepreneurship development were made; youth inquiry consulting and information and consulting services supply practices were introduced; republic remote business education programs were developed and implemented; business trainers working with businesslike young people were prepared in municipal institutions of the Republic of Tatarstan.
[8] Along with these measures annual conference for enterprising young people "
Step forward" were held, where different issues including young people business potential development and their contribution to socio-economic development of the Republic of Tatarstan were discussed.
The idea of creating business camps for young entrepreneurs was implemented in municipal institutions of the Republic of Tatarstan, managerial and business trainings, managerial competitions, championship developing entrepreneurial competences among managers, and other events were held. Local and republican school business companies meetings were organised, the process of creating and introducing an educational course named "Entrepreneurship basics for school children" in school program is in work.
Conclusions
Summarizing interim results of "Youth Entrepreneurship in the Republic of Tatarstan for the period 2012-2016" long-term program implementation we can identify the following tendencies related to businesslike young people. The basic tendency is particular interest in entrepreneurial business in services sector. While implementation of measures mentioned within the Program, enterprising young people were offered to write a plan for their "own business", further assessment of these business plans showed that overwhelming majority of projects were related to services sector -hotel business, public catering business (cafes, restaurants), and beauty salons of different types (stationary, mobile), etc.
[1] The Government of the Republic of Tatarstan assumed, that such kind of measures would stimulate entrepreneurial activity in the region, and that was proven by statistical data given in Table 1 . Main highlights analysis shows a positive dynamics in small and medium-sized entrepreneurship development in the Republic of Tatarstan, what is undoubtedly a result of small and medium enterprises support within the Republican program of small and medium entrepreneurship development in the Republic of Tatarstan for the period 2011-2016. From 2012 to 2014 within the program implementation 3,5 bln rubles were spent on entrepreneurship development in the Republic of Tatarstan, including 1,4 bln rubles from the budget of the Republic of Tatarstan and more than 2 bln rubles form of federal grant.
